


Feral Hogs annually damage an estimated $1.5 billion 
to property in the United States. Without the right 
tools and knowledge, your Feral Hog problem will 
grow—and quickly. 

HogEye Cameras is the right tool you need to protect your land and 
other investments from Feral Hog damages. 

However, you’ll also need to avoid 5 common mistakes to maximize the 
protection you can give your land and other investments. Here are 5 
common mistakes that we help landowners overcome every day.  



To get the most out of any trapping solution, 
it is imperative to pre-bait and scout to know 
the hog locations and numbers. 

This is key in setting realistic expectations 
and being successful. 

HogEye cameras can be very effective as a 
scouting tool, it is a stand-alone system that 
can easily be used to remotely monitor bait 
sites—keeping human influence and scent to 
a minimum.

In addition, moving your trap “just to move it” 
is a waste of your time and energy. If you do 
not have hogs on bait consistently, do not 
move your trap.  

MISTAKE #1

Not Pre-baiting and Scouting. 



“There's no better tool to have than 
the HogEye Camera. It's versatile so 
it works on any trap. HogEye is 
helping farmers win the war.”

T.J. Arnoult,
 Mississippi State University

Choose a trap you are willing to move 
or work.  

Small gate sizes increase trap awareness 
in hogs. Poor trigger selection leads 
missed opportunities and educating the 
remaining hogs. 

MISTAKE #2

Wrong trap selection and use.  



Leaving hogs in the trap for extended periods of time can increase the odds 
of hogs escaping. 

Using the HogEye camera system allows you to trap on your schedule . A 
good rule of thumb is to remove the hogs from your trap before 8 a.m. the 
next morning. 

This is very important during warm weather or open areas. Using a HogEye 
Camera System takes the guess work out of traditional manual traps. You 
monitor and control your trap from your smartphone or other device, so you 
know when you have hogs in the trap. Never check an empty trap again.

MISTAKE #3

Leaving hogs in the trap too long. 



“I've used many different types of 
cameras assisting private landowners 
with trapping all across the 
Mississippi Delta. I can say without a 
doubt, HogEye is the best on the 
market.”

Jody Acosta,
Delta Wildlife

MISTAKE #4

Shooting or running dogs while trapping. 

While it can be fun, shooting or running dogs will 
disperse the hogs making it much harder to catch the 
entire sounder, the most effective method. 

Numerous studies have shown that shooting and/or 
running dogs to remove hogs cannot achieve 70% 
removal needed to simply maintain population levels. 

Bottom line: stop the shooting and the dog running 
and get a HogEye camera system.



Baiting outside the trap or allowing feeders to sling feed outside the trap 
does not concentrate hogs inside a trap. 

If you have scouted and preconditioned hogs to a bait site, there is no 
reason to bait outside the trap. You cannot catch a hog that does not go into 
your trap.  

MISTAKE #5

Baiting outside the trap.



How much money have you lost because Feral Hogs are 
damaging your investments? You can reclaim your land and 
stop the Feral Hog damages with a HogEye camera system. 

Let us help you save time and money when it comes to catching 
Feral Hogs by installing a HogEye camera system today. 

1. SCHEDULE A CALL 2. SELECT A PLAN 3. INSTALL

Protect your investment from 
Feral Hogs in 3 Easy Steps.

Give us a call to 
assess your feral hog 

problem.

We develop a plan for 
your trap & HogEye 

Camera.

Setup is simple. Choose 
from our custom 

installation or shipping 
options.

SCHEDULE A CALL

SCHEDULE A CALL WITH  JACK & ROBBIE and learn how you 
can protect your investment from Feral Hogs!

info@wildlifedominion.com  |   855-464-3935


